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simple. versatile. affordable.
Offering a fresh approach to casegoods design, Byward™ is about doing more with
less. Composed of ten core products, the collection combines streamlined design,
dimensions and construction to cost-effectively meet essential needs.
Inspired by the heritage of Canadian forestry, the name Byward pays tribute to the
history of Ottawa and its original name, Bytown. Once a major trading center for
the logging industry and timber products, Ottawa today is home to the renowned
ByWard Market, one of Canada’s largest public markets. Defined by a name both
contemporary and rich in tradition, the Byward line of essential wood furniture
projects an image of timeless quality.
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Byward provides a classic built-in look with
flexibility to adjust over time. Lending a
familiar residential look to the office, pieces
are scaled to optimize space in the pared-down
footprint of today’s private office or shared
work hub. Cabinets and tower dimensions

are trimmed from a standard depth of 20-24
inches to a lean 14 inches deep. Storage units
feature a signature leather pull and elevated
base with shelf, providing added functional
capacity. Wall Shelves include trays and coat
hooks to support personal items.
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Casual, intuitive and easy to use, Byward
enables a range of planning and aesthetic
options. All desk and storage units are
freestanding, readily adapting to changes

in workflow or space allocation. Desks
incorporate a power bar and unobtrusive wire
pathways to support technology, keeping wires
against the wall and out of sight.

Offering units with a trimmed depth, Byward
is ideal for touchdown spaces and enclaves,
offering the essentials needed for comfort and
productivity within smaller spaces. Byward
achieves a high level of fit and finish through

standard material and finish options. Finishes
include Teknion’s Flintwood, Veneer 2/3, and
twelve popular solid colors and wood grain
laminates.

Byward storage interiors are purposefully
designed without drawers to achieve costefficiencies through streamlined product
construction. Where storage with drawers

are required, units from Teknion’s Journal™
series can be blended with Byward to create a
seamlessly integrated suite both functionally
and aesthetically.
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Adding further versatility to planning, Byward
also blends with Teknion’s Expansion®
Casegoods height-adjustable desks.
Completely freestanding, the sit/stand units
marry well visually and functionally with
Byward to create diverse applications.
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features
01 low cabinet, top access

02 desk with pedestal

01-02 wall shelf

01-02 accent color

03-04 handle

The Low Cabinet, Top Access features an open
cabinet case with accent tray that glides along the
crossbar. Grooves in the felt liner accept personal
items and work tools.

Desk options include an integrated pedestal to store
personal items. The pedestal also features a sliding
accent tray with felt liner to store small items.

Wall Shelves add both functionality and personality
to a space. A 4-inch deep metal shelf displays artwork
and holds dividers to organize workflow. Shelves with
coat hooks and a tackable felt board are also available.

Accent colors can be applied to Byward storage
accent trays and wall shelf dividers and trays to either
contrast or complement a suite.

Byward features a unique leather handle available
in two finish combinations: Black Leather with
Titanium Grey hardware and Natural Leather with
Anthracite hardware.
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desk

desk with pedestal

return, wall mounted

return with storage

depth: 24", 30", 36"
width: 4 8", 54", 60", 66",
72"

depth: 24", 30", 36"
width: 54", 60", 66", 72"

depth: 14"
width: 36", 42", 48"

depth: 14"
width: 36", 48", 54", 60"

low cabinet,
top access

high cabinet

high cabinet

high cabinet

height: 21"
depth: 14"
width: 36", 42"

height: 27"

height: 27"

height: 27"

depth: 14"
width: 36", 48", 60", 72"

depth: 14"
width: 36", 48", 60", 72"

depth: 14"
width: 36", 48", 60", 72"

medium tower

medium tower

medium tower

height: 42"
depth: 14"
width: 42"

height: 42"
depth: 14"
width: 42"

height: 42"
depth: 14"
width: 42"

high tower

high tower

high tower

height: 60"
depth: 14"
width: 24", 30"

height: 60"
depth: 14"
width: 24", 30"

height: 60"
depth: 14"
width: 24", 30"

wall shelf

wall shelf

wall shelf

height: 10"
depth: 4"
width: 24", 30", 36"

height: 10"
depth: 4"
width: 24", 30", 36"

height: 10"
depth: 4"
width: 24", 30", 36"

other offices located in
Europe, South and Central America,
Middle East, Asia and Russia
For regional contact information
go to www.teknion.com
can /us /int 08-21
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